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D'ART
Our New Luxury Bathroom Line
by Novello
Designed by Studio Plazzogna

The D’ART design concept ushers warm and sophisticated atmospheres into the
modern bathroom, bringing its aesthetic closer to the living areas of the home.

VANITY STYLES
The D’ART vanities come in either a smooth or plisse’ style which, when combined,
create a contrast of texture even within the same finish.

The two styles are also available for the front of the 5.9” (15 cm) , 8.6” (22 cm) and
10.6” (27 cm) high washbasins.
The cabinet doors are either flat with integrated channel or minimally framed by an
embossed profile that expands at the top to double as handle.
Vanities are available as floating, fitted with legs, or freestanding.

OPEN SHELF SYSTEMS
Open shelves are becoming a staple of
modern interiors and, in D’ART, they
are an essential feature.
Metal and wood shelves can be used
individually, in pairs, or in units
mounted on LED-fitted panels - with or
without an integrated towel rack –
adding to the creative possibilities of
the design.

TALL CABINETS
Tall and slim, the vertical cabinets have
a totem-like feel with their optimal open
storage space positioned at the bottom
and in the middle and the elongated
side panels framing the composition.
A variety of mirror shapes complete the
design, integrating perfectly with the
other elements and adding another
refined touch of personality to every
D’ART bathroom.

DRAWER AND BASKET
ACCESSORIES
D’ART includes a storage system of
solid oak wood containers in 7 different
sizes, ranging from one to four
compartments.
The containers can be arranged and
moved around based on needs to help
keep the contents of drawers and
baskets organized.

MADE IN ITALY
All pieces and units are hand-crafted in Italy using state-of-the-art technologies,
giving the guarantee of an authentic made-in-Italy product.

For more information about the D'ART Line, contact the nearest showroom in the
Snaidero USA retail network.

SEE THE D'ART LINE
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